Manifesto

I, Anuranan Das (18D070037), if elected as sports secretary of hostel 2, intend to bring the following changes and new additions to the sports infrastructure of our hostel. Also, these will inculcate the sports culture and environment of our hostel. The changes and points of difference are:

**General Championships:**

- Ensure the exact timings and order of various GCs and proper trials for them such that everyone gets proper chance and best are sorted.
- Maintain and use contacts with the veteran players to ensure teams do turn up during practice and in relevant slots.
- Take initiatives to build teams for the various not-so-much popular GCs like Tug-of-war and strive to bring points.
- Put special emphasis on crossy GCs and approach with logical approach for weak and strong points of various GC teams of the hostel.
- Keep a lookout so that all the amenities like first-aid kit and every other requirement for the GCs and refreshments also.
- Also publicize importance of GCs through videos and photos in the TV in the mess and posters.

**Intras:**

- **Intras** form an important part to instigate sports culture in the hostel. I would make sure that intras are held at right intervals for various games like Badminton, chess, football, table tennis, pool etc.
- Ensure that H2 specials like “Fun2shh” and “Lukkha Weekend” are well-attended by the freshies and seniors alike.
• Hostel intras can be also organized for online games like PUBG and CSGO.

Equipments and Maintenance:

• Ensure the good condition of sports fields of cricket and football.
• Refurbish playgrounds and take care if all the lights and the other amenities are available and in sound condition.
• Make sure the sports facilities in the lounge are in working condition.
• Order necessary equipments for the various games and accessories and maintain proper register for issuance and maintenance.
• Redistribute focus on Frisbee field and such other not-so-popular games and look forward to find reasons for their non-popularity.

New Initiatives:

• Increase the amount of lighting in cricket, football and other outdoor fields.
• Hang punching bags in suitable locations for junta.
• Try to procure a separate room for indoor games like TT, pool etc.

Credentials:

• Freshiesta Badminton Tournament-3rd place
• Freshiesta Table Tennis Tournament-3rd place
• Institute Table tennis league-2nd place
• Raftaar TT Team from hostel 15
• Department Badminton Singles-3rd place